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Aberrated dark-field imaging systems

Mario A. Beltran1 and David M. Paganin2

1Physics Department, Technical University of Denmark, DK-2800 Kgs, Lyngby, Denmark
2School of Physics and Astronomy, Monash University, Victoria 3800, Australia

We study generalized dark-field imaging systems. These are a subset of linear shift-invariant
optical imaging systems, that exhibit arbitrary aberrations, and for which normally-incident plane-
wave input yields zero output. We write down the theory for the forward problem of imaging
coherent scalar optical fields using such arbitrarily-aberrated dark-field systems, and give numerical
examples. The associated images may be viewed as a form of dark-field Gabor holography, utilizing
arbitrary outgoing Green functions as generalized Huygens-type wavelets, with the Young-type
boundary wave forming the holographic reference.

I. INTRODUCTION

Dark-field imaging may be defined as any form of imag-
ing in which only photons scattered from a sample reach
the detection plane [1]. This implies that zero signal is
registered in the absence of a scattering sample. It also
implies that, for systems which record an image that
bears a direct morphological relationship to the sam-
ple, the image of the sample appears embedded within
a “dark field”. From this perspective, diffractive imaging
(e.g. crystallography [2] and coherent diffractive imaging
[3]) is a form of dark-field imaging, as is nulling interfer-
ometry [4, 5], Schlieren imaging [6] and annular dark-field
imaging [7].

We restrict consideration to dark-field linear shift-
invariant (LSI) imaging systems [8] utilizing coherent
scalar radiation. Examples include scalar imaging sys-
tems employing monochromated light in the visible or
x-ray regime, energy-filtered electron microscopy, and
imaging using mono-energetic neutron beams.

One can argue that all dark-field imaging systems are
necessarily aberrated. To see this, adopt the usual def-
inition that the coherent transfer function, associated
with an LSI system, is given by the Fourier transform of
the real-space propagator (outgoing Green function) with
which the input complex field is convolved to give the
complex output field [8, 9]. A non-aberrated LSI imaging
system is then defined as any such system for which the
coherent transfer function is constant, corresponding to a
real-space propagator that is a Dirac delta. This implies
that any plane wave, input into the unaberrated system,
will be transformed into a plane wave exiting the non-
aberrated system. Since normally-incident plane waves
are blocked by dark-field systems, all LSI dark-field sys-
tems may be considered to be aberrated, insofar as their
coherent transfer functions cannot be constant.

This leads naturally to the investigation of dark-field
imaging systems for the case of arbitrary aberrations.
This is the key aim of the present paper. Section II de-
velops the underpinning theory. Several special cases are
examined in Sec. III, in which a single dark-field aberra-
tion is present. We discuss some broader implications of
the present work, give some outlooks for future research,
and offer some concluding remarks, in Sec. IV.

II. THEORY

In this section we explore aberrated dark-field imaging
from a classical coherent wave-optics perspective. We
begin by describing the optical setup presented in Fig. 1,
which is a form of nulling Mach–Zehnder interferometer
[4, 5]. Here, an incoming coherent scalar plane wave ΨIN

is split into two separate plane waves Ψ0 (object wave)
and ΨR (reference wave) by the optical beam-splitting
element Bs. For clarity, we describe the passage of each
wave-field Ψ0 and ΨR separately, and eventually com-
bine them to obtain an expression for their interference
pattern on the screen. Firstly, we focus on the passage

FIG. 1. Aberrated nulling Mach–Zehnder interferometric
setup proposed to produce an aberration-induced dark-field
contrast image.

of the transmitted wave Ψ0. This wave-field acts as in-
cident illumination upon the object where it undergoes
phase and amplitude changes to yield an output complex
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wave-field at the exit surface, denoted ΨExit. This exit-
surface disturbance ΨExit can always be decomposed as
the sum of a scattered field and an unscattered field, as
was done e.g. in Gabor’s development of inline hologra-
phy [10]. Thus we write:

ΨExit (r) = ΨS (r) + Ψ0 (r) , (1)

where ΨS is the scattered field, Ψ0 is the unscattered
field, and r = (x, y) denotes transverse Cartesian coordi-
nates. The wave-field ΨExit then traverses an aberrated
linear shift-invariant imaging system. For such systems
the aberrated output wave-field ΨAbb, under the assump-
tion of elastic forward scattering, is given by [11–14]:

ΨAbb (r) =
1

2π

∫∫ ∞
−∞

dkrΨ̃Exit(kr)

× exp

[
i
∑
m,n

Cmnk
m
x k

n
y + ikr · r

]
. (2)

Here, the summation is over pairs of non-negative inte-
gers (m,n), Ψ̃Exit is the Fourier transform of ΨExit with
respect to r = (x, y) using the convention

Ψ̃(kr) =
1

2π

∫∫ ∞
−∞

dr exp(−ikr · r)Ψ(r), (3a)

Ψ(r) =
1

2π

∫∫ ∞
−∞

dkr exp(ikr · r)Ψ̃(kr), (3b)

kr = (kx, ky) denotes the Fourier (spatial frequency) co-
ordinates dual to (x, y), and k = 2π/λ is the wave number
corresponding to the wavelength λ. The aberration coef-
ficients of the LSI imaging system are denoted by Cmn.

The coefficients Cmn completely characterize the state
of the aberrated imaging system. Each Cmn coefficient
is complex and can be written as [12, 14]

Cmn = C(R)
mn + iC(R)

mn , (4)

where C
(R)
mn and C

(I)
mn are real numbers that denote the

real and imaginary parts of Cmn, respectively. The set

C
(R)
mn denotes the coherent aberrations, with C

(I)
mn be-

ing the incoherent aberrations. The connection between
the complex aberration coefficients Cmn, and the Sei-
del aberrations of classic aberration theory, has been de-
tailed elsewhere and will not be repeated here [12, 14].
Note also that the coefficients Cmn are closely related to
the Cartesian representation of the Zernike polynomials,
which are often used to model the aberrations of optical
imaging systems [15].

The aberrated wave-field ΨAbb can be obtained in
terms of the scattered and unscattered wave-field by sub-
stituting Eq. (1) into Eq. (2), giving

ΨAbb (r) = ΨAbb
S (r) + Ψ0 (r) , (5)

where ΨAbb
S is the aberrated scattered wave-field. Note

that the normally incident plane wave Ψ0 is completely
unaffected (up to a non-zero multiplicative constant fac-
tor which is here taken to be unity) as it traverses a

linear aberrated shift-invariant imaging system [8]. Con-
sequently, only the scattered wave-field will be respon-
sible for any disturbances in the aberrated image. We
have assumed here, as we do throughout the paper, that
the transfer function for the LSI imaging system does not
vanish for (kx, ky) = (0, 0). The aberrated scattered field
ΨAbb

S is given by [11, 12]:

ΨAbb
S (r) =

1

2π

∫∫ ∞
−∞

dkrΨ̃S(kr)

× exp

[
i
∑
m,n

Cmnk
m
x k

n
y + ikr · r

]
. (6)

Here, Ψ̃S denotes the Fourier transform of ΨS with re-
spect to x and y.

We now consider the reflected wave-field ΨR, in Fig. 1.
Here, the mirrors M1 and M2 perform the task of re-
directing ΨR towards the screen Scr. However, before
ΨR reaches the screen it traverses a variable phase bias
device, so that ΨR experiences a constant phase shift
given by

ΨB(r) = ΨR(r) exp(iΦB), (7)

where ΦB is a real constant. Note that from here on-
wards the r dependence of the wave-fields will dropped
for simplicity.

Now that we have expressions for how both the trans-
mitted and reflected wave-fields propagate through their
respective paths toward the screen, we can write the
wave-field produced at the screen ΨSc as

ΨSc = ΨAbb
S + Ψ0 + ΨB. (8)

We now briefly consider three limit cases of Eq. (8),
corresponding respectively to (i) aberration-free bright-
field imaging, (ii) aberration-free dark-field imaging and
(iii) aberrated dark-field imaging.

Case #1: Aberration-free bright-field imaging. Sup-
pose that the reflected wave ΨR is completely blocked
such that only the path containing the transmitted wave
reaches the screen. Assume further that the imaging sys-
tem has zero aberrations present (i.e., Cmn = 0 for all
m and n), so that the output field is equal to the input
field (i.e., ΨAbb = ΨExit). Under these conditions Eq. (8)
reduces to

ΨBright
Sc = ΨS + Ψ0. (9)

Here, the image at the screen will detect signals due both
to scattered (non-aberrated) and unscattered radiation.
Such “bright-field” images display standard transmission
contrast. For mono-energetic scalar illumination in the
thin-object regime this can be calculated as:

ΨBright
Sc = T Ψ0, (10)

where T is the complex transmission function specific to
the object. The intensity is obtained by taking the mod-

ulus squared |ΨBright
Sc |2 = |T Ψ0|2 = |T |2, with the last
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equality following from the assumption that Ψ0 is a unit-
modulus plane wave. This bright-field image |T |2 gives a
direct representation of the squared modulus of the trans-
mission function of the thin object, and is insensitive to
the phase of T .

Case #2: Aberration-free dark-field imaging. Now
consider a similar scenario, in which the reflected wave
ΨR is unblocked, and the phase bias device is adjusted so
that ΨR has been phase shifted such that when it reaches
the screen we have ΨB = Ψ0 exp(iπ). If we again assume
all aberrations to vanish, Eq. (8) becomes

ΨDark
Sc = ΨS + Ψ0 −Ψ0

= ΨS. (11)

The unscattered and bias field now completely destruc-
tively interfere, that is ΨB = −Ψ0, hence we have a sit-
uation where the screen image only displays the pure

scattering signal (i.e.,
∣∣ΨDark

Sc

∣∣2 = |ΨS|2). According to
Eq. (11) we can calculate such a dark-field image by
subtracting (via destructive interference) the unscattered
wave-field Ψ0 from the bright-field wave-field to produce
an image containing only scattering information from the
object:

ΨDark
Sc = ΨBright

Sc −Ψ0

= T Ψ0 −Ψ0. (12)

This dark-field image exhibits phase contrast, unlike the
corresponding bright-field image considered earlier (Case
#1). For example, if the transmission function may be
written as T = exp(iϕ), corresponding to a thin phase
object with position-dependent phase shift ϕ, the cor-
responding nulling-interferometer intensity output Iϕ is
the phase-dependent function

Iϕ = | exp(iϕ)− 1|2 = 2(1− cosϕ). (13)

Note also that the above expression has the required
dark-field behaviour of vanishing when ϕ is zero.

Case #3: Aberrated dark-field imaging. Finally, con-
sider the case where the aberrations in the imaging sys-
tem are now non-zero (Cmn 6= 0 for at least one pair
of non-negative integers (m,n)). Based on Eq. (8) the
wave-field at the screen will now be:

ΨDark
Sc = ΨAbb

S + Ψ0 −Ψ0

= ΨAbb
S . (14)

It is this final scenario that constitutes aberrated dark-
field imaging, as described by Eq. (14). The forward-
scattering formalism for the aberrated scattered field
ΨAbb

S has already been given in Eq. (6). In the next sec-
tion we study special cases of this equation for aberrated
dark-field imaging, where the imaging systems contain a
specific set of defined aberrations.

III. SOME SPECIAL CASES OF ABERRATED
DARK-FIELD IMAGING

Here we consider special cases of Eqs. (2), (6) and (8),
to exemplify the wide range of bright- and dark-field im-
age contrast obtained from imaging systems that have
a given set of aberrations. Each example is illustrated
via numerical simulations. All simulated images are
performed using a 512 × 512-pixel grid. For simplic-
ity, a thin single-material object is assumed. This im-
plies that the projected thickness T (i, j) of the object,
as a function of transverse pixel coordinates (i, j), can
be used to calculate both the exit-surface phase map
ϕ(i, j) = k(n − 1)T (i, j) and the exit-surface intensity
I(i, j) = exp[−µT (i, j)] (projection approximation [9]).
Here, n is the constant (real) refractive index of the thin
single-material object, and µ is the corresponding linear
attenuation coefficient.

The input projected thickness map T (i, j) was taken to
be a Gaussian-smoothed (to avoid edge artifacts) binary
image containing the Maxwell equations, leading to the
exit-surface intensity (aberration-free bright-field image)
shown in Fig. 2(a). The full-width at half maximum, of
the Gaussian smoothing, was taken to be 1.5 pixels. The
linear attenuation coefficient µ was chosen so that this
exit-surface intensity had a minimum intensity of 0.998
(shown as black in Fig. 2(a), corresponding to pixels (i, j)
where T ≥ 0 attains its maximum value) and a maximum
intensity equal to unity (shown as white in Fig. 2(a), cor-
responding to pixels (i, j) where T attained its minimum
value of zero). This corresponds to a weakly absorbing
object. The refractive index was chosen so that the as-
sociated phase shift ϕ ≡ arg T varied between zero and
3.6π radians.

FIG. 2. Non-aberrated images. (a) Standard non-aberrated
transmission-based bright-field image, and (b) the corre-
sponding non-aberrated dark-field image.

For all the simulation results shown here the projected
thickness map T (i, j) is used to construct the input wave-
field

ΨExit = |ΨExit| eiΦExit

=
√

exp(−µT ) exp[ik(n− 1)T ] (15)

which is then propagated using a particular aberration
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via Eq. (2). The physical size of the image is 5.12 (W) ×
5.12 (H) mm 2 and the radiation wavelength was chosen
to be λ = 632.8 nm, belonging to the visible light range
of the electromagnetic spectrum.

The aberration-free dark-field image may be calculated

using the squared modulus of Eq. (12), as
∣∣ΨDark

Sc

∣∣2 =

|T Ψ0 −Ψ0|2. This image is shown in Fig. 2(b). One
can clearly observe that the background is dark relative
to the scattering signal. Moreover, since the maximum
phase shift is 3.6π radians and the absorption is very
weak, Eq. (13) implies that up to one dark band within
regions of non-zero ϕ is to be expected. This is consistent
with the contrast evident in Fig. 2(b).

We now turn to the main topic of this section, namely
aberrated bright-field and aberrated dark-field imaging
systems. We consider defocus-aberrated bright-field and
dark-field imaging in Sec. III 1, followed by incoherent-
tilt bright-field and dark-field imaging in Sec. III 2.
Lastly, we treat spherical-aberration bright-field and
dark-field imaging in Sec. III 3.

1. Defocus-aberrated bright-field and dark-field imaging

For this first case we consider an aberrated system where

the only non-zero coefficients present are
{
C

(R)
02 , C

(R)
20

}
.

The associated LSI imaging system is rotationally sym-
metric, corresponding to defocus (free-space propagation
distance) z given by [9, 11, 12, 14]:

C
(R)
02 = C

(R)
20 = − z

2k
. (16)

Here, k = 2π/λ is the radiation wave number, and we
have implicitly assumed the paraxial approximation to
be valid. Substitution of Eq. (16) into Eq. (2) gives a
formulation for Fresnel free-space propagation through
the distance z:

ΨAbb =
1

2π

∫∫ ∞
−∞

dkrΨ̃Exit exp

[
−iz |k⊥|2

2k
+ ikr · r

]
.

(17)

For the parameters stated previously a propagated
bright-field Fresnel diffraction pattern is calculated using
Eq. (17): see Fig. 3(a). Note that the reference wave-field
for this example is completely blocked, so that ΨB = 0.
The defocus distance was set to z = 10 mm giving a
Fresnel number NF = 1.01. Since the Fresnel number is
on the order of unity, the associated Fresnel diffraction
pattern is in the “intermediate field” which lies between
the near-field (where NF � 1) and the far field (where
NF � 1) [16]. Figure 3(a) shows the squared modulus of
the propagated field clearly displaying Fresnel diffraction
fringes resembling an inline-holographic pattern [10] in
the intermediate regime, as anticipated by the order-of-
unity value for the Fresnel number. Under the formalism
developed by Gabor [10], this inline hologram may be

viewed as encoding otherwise-lost phase information re-
garding the sample, since one has what is in essence a
(phase-encoding) interferogram due to the coherent su-
perposition of (i) the Fresnel-diffracted wave scattered
by the object, and (ii) the reference wave given by the
unscattered field.

FIG. 3. Defocus-aberrated images. (a) Defocus-aberrated
bright field image using setup in Fig. 1, with z = 10.0 mm.
(b) Corresponding dark-field defocus-aberrated image.

The associated dark-field image, shown in Fig. 3(b), is ob-
tained by coherently superposing the propagated bright-
field complex disturbance (whose intensity is given in
Fig. 3(a)) with ΨB = −Ψ0. This amounts to unblocking
the reference field and adjusting the bias phase to π ra-
dians. The resulting dark-field hologram encodes diffrac-
tion information solely due to the propagated scattered
wave-field, implying that every photon measured at the
screen has interacted with the object. Note that our us-
age of the term dark-field hologram is different from an
off-axis holographic crystal-strain-mapping technique of
the same name (or similar name, depending on the pub-
lication), used in the electron-optics community [17–22].

We speak of Fig. 3(b) as a dark-field hologram, be-
cause it is a form of diffraction pattern that encodes both
phase and intensity information regarding a field. This
claim may be made despite the fact that the “usual”
inline-holography reference wave, namely the unscattered
wave, has been removed in the nulling-interferometry
dark-field setup. We are justified in speaking of aber-
rated dark-field images (such as Fig. 3(b)) as “dark-
field holograms”, since such images may be regarded in
holographic–interferometric terms: they are the interfer-
ence pattern resulting from the coherent superposition
of (i) the wave that is transmitted through the sample,
and (ii) the so-called boundary-diffraction wave that is
scattered from the edge of the object. This follows from
the concept of the Young–Maggi–Rubinowicz boundary
wave, first discussed qualitatively by Young [23], with
corresponding theory developed by Maggi [24], Rubinow-
icz [25], and Miyamoto & Wolf [26, 27]. If one works in
an asymptotic (short-wavelength) setting using complex
rays, the same conclusion can be drawn based on Keller’s
geometric theory of diffraction [28], with the boundary
wave being replaced by complex rays diffracted from the
edge of the object. We consider these points further, in
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Sec. IV below.

2. Incoherent-tilt aberrated bright-field and dark-field
imaging

The next example considers an aberrated system where
the only non-zero coefficients present are incoherent.
This corresponds to all non-zero aberration coefficients
Cmn being purely imaginary numbers. We consider in-

coherent tilt
{
C

(I)
01 , C

(I)
10

}
[29].

Equation (2) gives:

ΨSc =
1

2π

∫∫ ∞
−∞

dkrΨ̃Exit exp [−Atkr · nkr + ikr · r] .

(18)

Here,

At =

√
(C

(I)
01 )2 + (C

(I)
10 )2, (19)

which has units of length, is the incoherent-tilt aberration
coefficient, and

nkr = (cosα, sinα) (20)

is a unit vector in the (kx, ky) plane, making an angle of
α radians with respect to the positive-kx axis.

A propagated bright-field incoherent-tilt aberrated im-
age was calculated using Eq. (18), corresponding to α =
π/2 and At = 3.0 µm, and is shown in Fig. 4(a) (ΨB = 0).
Notice the dark-to-bright gradient across the x–y direc-
tion, resembling a pattern normally found in images that
display differential phase contrast [29]. Examples of such
contrast include differential interference contrast for visi-
ble light optics [30], together with analyzer-crystal phase
contrast for x-ray optics [31, 32].

FIG. 4. Incoherent-tilt aberrated images. (a) Defocus-
aberrated bright field image using setup in Fig. 1, with
At = 3.0 µm. (b) Corresponding dark-field incoherent-tilt
aberrated image (dark-field hologram).

The associated dark-field image shown in Fig. 4(b) was
computed by setting ΨB = −Ψ0. Here, the edges are
completely preserved as in Fig. 2(b) where only trans-
mission contrast is considered. The contrast seen here
also resembles images where a Sobel operator is applied
as a method of edge detection [33].

3. Spherically-aberrated bright-field and dark-field imaging

Our final example considers an aberrated system where
the only non-zero coefficients present are taken from the

set {C(R)
04 , C

(R)
40 , 1

2C
(R)
22 } [12]. If we take

C
(R)
04 = C

(R)
40 =

1

2
C

(R)
22 =

−CS

8k3
, (21)

then, like defocus, the resulting LSI imaging system has
rotational symmetry. The coefficient CS , which has units
of length, denotes spherical aberration. Substituting
Eq. (21) into Eq. (2) gives:

ΨSc =
1

2π

∫∫ ∞
−∞

dkrΨ̃Exit exp

[
−iCS |k⊥|4

8k3
+ ikr · r

]
.

(22)

Figure 5(a) shows a propagated bright-field spheri-
cally aberrated intensity image calculated using Eq. (22)
(ΨB = 0). Here, CS = 5.0 mm. Note that the bi-
Laplacian phase contrast seen here is similar to that of
near-field (Nf � 1) Laplacian-contrast defocus images
often seen in propagation-based x-ray phase-contrast [34–
36] and out-of-focus electron microscopy [37]. For a spe-
cific study of bi-Laplacian phase contrast due to spher-
ical aberration, see Lynch et al. [38] and Paganin &
Gureyev [12]. This link between (Laplacian-type) de-
focus phase contrast and (bi-Laplacian-type) spherical-
aberration phase contrast is related to the fact that
the Huygens wavelets (outgoing spherical waves) asso-
ciated with the Fresnel diffraction theory (defocus aber-
ration), have been replaced with a different but neverthe-
less rotationally-symmetric generalized Huygens wavelet
(outgoing Green function) that is associated with pure
spherical aberration.

FIG. 5. Spherically aberrated images. (a) Spherically-
aberrated bright-field image using setup in Fig. 1, with CS =
5.0 mm. (b) Corresponding dark-field spherically-aberrated
image (dark-field hologram).

The corresponding dark-field image is shown in Fig. 5(b),
computed by setting ΨB = −Ψ0. Again, as with the
dark-field examples in Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 4(b), the edges
are also completely preserved. We may again view this
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as a form of aberrated dark-field hologram, using simi-
lar reasoning to that given earlier, but with the outgo-
ing Green function (generalized Huygens-type wavelet)
for paraxial free-space propagation being replaced by
the previously-mentioned outgoing Green function cor-
responding to pure spherical aberration.

IV. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

A variety of aberrated dark-field intensity images (dark-
field holograms) was seen to be possible, within the
framework of linear shift-invariant imaging systems. Sim-
ulation examples were provided for specific types of aber-
ration, in both bright-field and dark-field modalities: de-
focus, incoherent tilt and spherical aberration. Some of
the examples display unfamiliar contrast, since the as-
sociated outgoing Green function is not the expanding
spherical wave that is familiar e.g. from the Fresnel the-
ory of diffraction. Unlike dark-field imaging systems that
utilize some kind of optical filtering strategy to “block”
the unscattered field (Ψ0), which in practice would re-
sult in also blocking part of the scattered field (ΨS),
our formalism relies on pure wave interference (nulling
interferometry) that completely removes Ψ0 and avoids
any such blockage of ΨS. Nevertheless, our formalism
(Eq. 6) would still hold for the former case where the
unscattered wave is blocked—e.g. for aberrated imaging
systems whose complex transfer function vanishes when
(kx, ky) = (0, 0)— provided that this only filters a negli-
gibly small proportion of the scattered wave-field.

The focus of this paper has been the forward prob-
lem of aberrated dark-field imaging. This immediately
raises the corresponding inverse problem of how to re-
cover wave-field phase information from such images.
One might seek to solve this via iterative approaches
e.g. along the lines pioneered by Gerchberg and Sax-
ton [39] and Fienup [40], however deterministic methods
such as those based on continuity equations governing
the flow of energy of optical fields have proven to be a
formidable option [41, 42]. Certain recently-developed
transport equations, for the evolution of optical inten-
sity as a function of evolving the aberrations associated
with LSI imaging systems, might be adapted to enable
deterministic avenues for the inverse problem of phase
retrieval from aberrated dark-field holograms [14]. An-
other interesting topic for future investigation is dark-
field aberrated imaging of fields containing phase vor-
tices, such as those found in near field speckle patterns
using spatially-random phase–amplitude screens [43], far-
field diffraction patterns from most non-trivial scatterers
[9], and the focal volume of coherently-illuminated aber-
rated lenses [44].

We close with a further exploration of the concept of
an aberrated dark-field hologram. This builds on Gabor’s
original conception of inline holograms as encoding in-
formation regarding the whole (i.e. both amplitude and
phase) of a coherent wave-front, since such conventional

inline holograms may be viewed in interferometric terms
as an interference pattern (which therefore encodes both
phase and amplitude information, rather than just am-
plitude information) [10]. This interference pattern is
between unscattered and scattered fields (in inline holog-
raphy), thus eliminating the need for a separate reference
wave (as e.g. in the later development of off-axis holog-
raphy by Leith and Upatnieks [45–47]).

We extend this idea via the term dark-field hologram,
applied to our aberrated dark-field images. There are
at least three related reasons justifying the term holo-
gram in this context. (i) Under the boundary-wave the-
ory of diffraction [23–27] and the assumption of an op-
tically thin phase–amplitude object, the aberrated dark-
field image may be viewed as resulting from the inter-
ference between the complex transmitted wave field that
would be predicted for the exit-surface of the object us-
ing the projection approximation, and the wave scattered
from the edges of a compact object that is entirely con-
tained within the field of view of the illuminating beam,
in an aberrated dark-field imaging system. (ii) Under
the geometric theory of diffraction, initiated by Keller
[28], a very similar view holds, but with waves replaced
by complex rays that are diffracted when they encounter
the edges of the object and/or the edge of any sharp con-
fining aperture. (iii) In the short-wavelength limit, the
asymptotic formulation of the diffraction integral associ-
ated with an aberrated dark-field imaging system, may
be viewed as superposing contributions due to interior
points in the geometric shadow of an illuminated ob-
ject (critical points of the first kind), and points on the
boundary of the illuminated object (critical points of the
second kind) [48].

FIG. 6. Setup for recording aberrated dark-field holograms.

The above considerations lead to the concept of dark-
field holography as illustrated in Fig. 6. Here, a compact
source of coherent scalar paraxial radiation (not shown,
located to the far left of the diagram) generates planar
wave-fronts A that impinge upon a thin compact sample
S. The field at the exit surface of the sample may be de-
composed into wave-fronts such as B and C that lie out-
side the geometric shadow of the sample, and wave-fronts
such as D that either lie within the geometric shadow of
the sample, or on its boundary. The subsequent action of
the aberrated dark-field imaging system may be viewed
as a two-step process. Firstly, the nulling interferome-
ter A removes the background field, creating a real non-
aberrated dark-field image S̃ of the sample which is non-
zero only over the geometric-shadow region of the com-
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pact object. The associated exit-surface dark-field dis-
turbance E then propagates through the aberrated LSI
imaging system B to give a disturbance ΨDark

Sc whose in-
tensity is the registered aberrated dark-field image. This
encodes phase information regarding the wave-field at the
exit-surface of the object, since it may be viewed as the
interferogram over the surface of the position-sensitive
detector K, resulting from (i) the field F generated by
the action of the LSI imaging system on the wave-fronts
E, superposed with (ii) boundary-wave fields such as H
and J resulting from the points G and I respectively.

The key differences, between this scenario and that of
conventional inline holography, are (i) the fact that the
unscattered wave is removed, with the reference wave
now being composed of the boundary wave, and (ii)
the Green function (generalized Huygens wavelet) is now
given by the inverse Fourier transform (with respect to kx
and ky) of the complex transfer function for the LSI imag-

ing system, rather than being restricted to an expanding
spherical wave. Under this view, the fringes evident in
the conventional inline hologram in Fig. 3(a) are due to
the interference between (i) the wave that is transmit-
ted through the sample and (ii) the unscattered wave,
while the fringes evident in Fig. 3(b) are due to the in-
terference between (iii) the object-transmitted wave (F
in Fig. 6) and (iv) its associated boundary wave (H and
J in Fig. 6).
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